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The World of Scripting Languages (Worldwide Series in Computer Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	Programming Languages/Web Programming The World of Scripting Languages David Barron The explosive growth of Internet applications has seen a corresponding growth in the use and development of scripting languages. Their power and flexibility enables even nonexpert programmers to prototype graphical user interfaces more rapidly, end to develop...
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Analyzing Social Media Networks with NodeXL: Insights from a Connected WorldMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Businesses, entrepreneurs, individuals, and government agencies alike are looking to social network analysis (SNA) tools for insight into trends, connections, and fluctuations in social media. Microsoft's NodeXL is a free, open-source SNA plug-in for use with Excel. It provides instant graphical representation of relationships of complex...
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Excel as Your DatabaseApress, 2007
Excel As Your Database guides those of you who need to manage facts and figures&emdash;yet have little experience, budget, or need for a full-scale relational database management system. You'll learn how to use Excel to enter, store, and analyze your data.
This book is written and organized in a way that assumes you have some...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Business Intelligence SolutionsApress, 2010

	Business Intelligence (BI) software is everywhere. It is the code and tools that allow you to view different components of a business using a single visual platform, making comprehending mountains of data easier. With SharePoint 2010, Microsoft has married one of the most-used team collaboration tools with its business intelligence products,...
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TABLEAU FOR BUSINESS USERS: A hands-on approachIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Data-Driven decision making is no longer a "nice to have" in today's context but an absolute must. Unfortunately, most business users don't necessarily have the right tools and the skills to question the data and derive meaningful insights. This is where Tableau, as a data visualization tool, shines and provides an...
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Programming PHPO'Reilly, 2002
Now, more than ever, the Web is a major vehicle for corporate and personal communications. Web sites carry photo albums, shopping carts, and product lists. Many of those web sites are driven by PHP, an open source scripting language primarily designed for generating HTML content.

Since its inception in 1994, PHP has swept over the Web....
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Essential Mathcad for Engineering, Science, and Math w/ CD, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2009

	Using the author's considerable experience of applying Mathcad to engineering problems, Essential Mathcad introduces the most powerful functions and features of the software and teaches how to apply these to create comprehensive calculations for any quantitative subject. The simple, step-by-step approach makes this book an ideal Mathcad...
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Microsoft Excel 2010 for Medical Professionals (Illustrated)Course Technology PTR, 2011

	Designed for students in medical office administration and allied health programs, MICROSOFT EXCEL 2010 FOR MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS teaches introductory Microsoft Excel 2010 skills. This book includes real world examples and projects within a case study related to the medical industry, providing you with the Excel skills necessary to...
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Next Generation Excel: Modeling In Excel For Analysts And MBAs (For MS Windows And Mac OS)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Take Excel to the next level in accounting and financial modeling


	In this new Second Edition of Next Generation Excel, Isaac Gottlieb shows financial analysts how to harness the full power of Excel to move forward into the new world of accounting and finance. Companies of all sizes use financial models to...
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Excel Scientific and Engineering CookbookO'Reilly, 2006
Given the improved analytical capabilities of Excel, scientists and engineers everywhere are using it--instead of FORTRAN--to solve problems.  And why not?  Excel is installed on millions of computers, features a rich set of built-in analyses tools, and includes an integrated Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programming...
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Maran Illustrated Excel 2003Course Technology PTR, 2005

	Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran Illustrated™ Microsoft® Excel 2003 is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of experience. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk the reader through each operation from beginning to end. Helpful topic introductions and useful tips provide additional information and...
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Java EE Development with EclipsePackt Publishing, 2012

	For Java EE developers, this is your one-stop fount of knowledge for developing with Eclipse. With an end-to-end sample application in each chapter, the guide includes clear explanations accompanied by lots of screenshots for easy learning.


	Overview

	
		Each chapter includes an end-to-end sample...
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